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Abstract

A standard paradigm for sentiment analysis001
is to rely on a singular LLM and makes the002
decision in a single round under the framework003
of in-context learning. This framework suffers004
the key disadvantage that the single-turn output005
generated by a single LLM might not deliver006
the perfect decision, just as humans sometimes007
need multiple attempts to get things right. This008
is especially true for the task of sentiment009
analysis where deep reasoning is required to010
address the complex linguistic phenomenon011
(e.g., clause composition, irony, etc) in the012
input.013

To address this issue, this paper introduces014
a multi-LLM negotiation framework for015
sentiment analysis. The framework consists016
of a reasoning-infused generator to provide017
decision along with rationale, a explanation-018
deriving discriminator to evaluate the019
credibility of the generator. The generator and020
the discriminator iterate until a consensus is021
reached. The proposed framework naturally022
addressed the aforementioned challenge, as we023
are able to take the complementary abilities of024
two LLMs, have them use rationale to persuade025
each other for correction.026

Experiments on a wide range of sentiment027
analysis benchmarks (SST-2, Movie Review,028
Twitter, yelp, amazon, IMDB) demonstrate029
the effectiveness of proposed approach: it030
consistently yields better performances than the031
ICL baseline across all benchmarks, and even032
superior performances to supervised baselines033
on the Twitter and movie review datasets.034

1 Introduction035

Sentiment analysis (Pang and Lee, 2008; Go et al.,036

2009; Maas et al., 2011a; Zhang and Liu, 2012;037

Baccianella et al., 2010; Medhat et al., 2014;038

Bakshi et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018) aims to039

extract opinion polarity expressed by a chunk of040

text. Recent advances in large language models041

(LLMs) (Brown et al., 2020; Ouyang et al., 2022; 042

Touvron et al., 2023a,b; Anil et al., 2023; Zeng 043

et al., 2022b; OpenAI, 2023; Bai et al., 2023) open 044

a new door for the resolving the task (Lu et al., 045

2021; Kojima et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022b; Wei 046

et al., 2022b; Wan et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023; 047

Sun et al., 2023b,a; Lightman et al., 2023; Li et al., 048

2023; Schick et al., 2023): under the paradigm of 049

in-context learning (ICL), LLMs are able to achieve 050

performances comparable to supervised learning 051

strategies (Lin et al., 2021; Sun et al., 2021; Phan 052

and Ogunbona, 2020; Dai et al., 2021) with only a 053

small number of training examples. 054

Existing approaches that harness LLMs for 055

sentiment analysis usually rely on a singular 056

LLM, and make a decision in a single round 057

under ICL. This strategy suffers from the following 058

disadvantage: the single-turn output generated 059

by a single LLM might not deliver the perfect 060

response: Just as humans sometimes need multiple 061

attempts to get things right, it might take multiple 062

rounds before an LLM makes the right decision. 063

This is especially true for the task of sentiment 064

analysis, where LLMs usually need to articulate the 065

reasoning process to address the complex linguistic 066

phenomenon (e.g., clause composition, irony, etc) 067

in the input sentence. 068

To address the this issue, in this paper, we 069

propose a multi-LLM negotiation strategy for 070

sentiment analysis. The core of the proposed 071

strategy is a generator-discriminator framework, 072

where one LLM acts as the generator (G) to 073

produce sentiment decisions, while the other acts 074

as a discriminator (D), tasked with evaluating 075

the credibility of the generated output from the 076

first LLM. The proposed method innovates on 077

three aspects: (1) Reasoning-infused generator (G): 078

an LLM that adheres to a structured reasoning 079

chain, enhancing the ICL of the generator while 080

offering the discriminator the evidence and insights 081

to evaluate its validity; (2) Explanation-deriving 082
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Please decide whether the sentiment of the input sentence is positive or negative, 
and articulate your reason. 

{{Few-shot Demonstrations}}

INPUT: "If you sometimes like to go to the movies to have fun, Wasabi is a good 
place to start." 

The sentiment is positive. The input sentence contains positive sentiment. It 
suggests that if you enjoy going to the movies for fun, "Wasabi" is a good place to 
begin, implying that the speaker finds Wasabi to be an enjoyable or suitable 
option for such activities.

Do you agree with what generator’s decision that the sentiment of the input 
sentence is positive?

{{Few-shot Demonstrations}}

INPUT: " If you sometimes like to go to the movies to have fun, Wasabi is a good 
place to start.”
Generator: {{The Response From Generator in Turn-1}} 

Yes. I would agree with generator's analysis that the sentiment is positive. The 
mention of going to the movies "to have fun" and the recommendation that 
"Wasabi is a good place to start" both convey positive sentiments.

User 
Prompt

Generator
(GPT-3.5)

Discriminator
(GPT-4)

User 
Prompt

Turn 1

Turn 2

Final 
Decision Positive

Generator (GPT-3.5) Discriminator (GPT-4)

Figure 1: An illustration of a generator (G) and
a discriminator (D) achieving consensus via a
negotiation. Each round consists of a user prompt and
a response from either G or D. Specifically, a user
prompt includes four elements: a task description,
few-shot demonstrations (abbreviate it for short), an
input, and a response from the last turn (if applicable).
Responses from G or D start with statements that
the input contains positive sentiment, followed by
rationale.

discriminator (D); other LLM designed to offer083

post-evaluation rationales for its judgments; (3)084

Negotiation: two LLMs act as the roles of the085

generator and the discriminator, and perform the086

negotiation until a consensus is reached.087

This strategy harnesses the collective abilities088

of the two LLMs and provide with the channel089

for the model to correct imperfect responses, and090

thus naturally resolves the issue that a single LLM091

cannot yield the correct decision on its first try.092

The contributions of this work can be093

summarized as follows: 1) we provide a novel094

perspective on how sentiment analysis can benefit095

from multi-LLM negotiation. 2) we introduce a096

Generator-Discriminator Role-switching Decision-097

Making framework that enables multi-LLM098

collaboration through iteratively generating and099

validating sentiment categorizations. 3) our100

empirical findings offer evidence for the efficacy101

of the proposed approach: experiments on a102

wide range of sentiment analysis benchmarks103

(SST-2, Movie Review, Twitter, yelp, amazon,104

IMDB) demonstrate that the proposed method105

consistently yields better performances than the 106

ICL baseline across all benchmarks, and even 107

superior performances to supervised baselines on 108

the Twitter and movie review datasets. 109

2 Related Work 110

2.1 Sentiment Analysis 111

Sentiment analysis (Pang and Lee, 2008; Go et al., 112

2009; Maas et al., 2011a; Zhang and Liu, 2012; 113

Baccianella et al., 2010; Medhat et al., 2014; 114

Bakshi et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018) is a task that 115

aims to determine the overall sentiment polarity 116

(e.g., positive, negative, neutral) of a given text. 117

Earlier work often formalized the task as a two-step 118

problem: (1) extract features using RNNs (Socher 119

et al., 2013; Qian et al., 2016; Peled and Reichart, 120

2017; Wang et al., 2016b; Guggilla et al., 2016; 121

Vo and Zhang, 2015), CNNs (Kalchbrenner et al., 122

2014; Wang et al., 2016a; Guan et al., 2016; Yu 123

and Jiang, 2016; Mishra et al., 2017), pretrained 124

language models (Lin et al., 2021; Sun et al., 2021; 125

Phan and Ogunbona, 2020; Dai et al., 2021), etc; 126

and (2) feed extracted features into a classifier for 127

obtaining a pre-defined sentimental label. 128

In recent years, in-context learning (ICL) has 129

achieved great success and changed the paradigm 130

of NLP tasks. Many works adapt ICL to the 131

sentiment analysis task: Qin et al. (2023b); Sun 132

et al. (2023a) propose a series of strategies to 133

improve ChatGPT’s performance on the sentiment 134

analysis task; Fei et al. (2023) propose a three- 135

hop reasoning framework, which induces the 136

implicit aspect, opinion, and finally the sentiment 137

polarity for the implicit sentiment analysis task;ƒ 138

Zhang et al. (2023d) find that LLMs can achieve 139

satisfactory performance on the binary sentiment 140

classification task, but they underperform to the 141

supervised baseline on more complex tasks (e.g., 142

fine-grained sentiment analysis) that require deeper 143

understanding or structured sentiment information. 144

2.2 Large Language Models and In-context 145

Learning 146

Large language models (LLMs) (Wang et al., 147

2022a; Zhang et al., 2023b) are models trained 148

on massive unlabeled text corpora with self- 149

supervised learning techniques. Based on the 150

model architecture, LLMs can be categorized 151

into three types: (1) encoder-only models, which 152

contain a text encoder and generate the input 153

representations, such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) 154
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Please decide whether the sentiment of the input sentence 
is positive or negative, and articulate your reason. 

{{Few-shot Demonstrations}}

INPUT: "What it lacks in originality it makes up for in 
intelligence and b-grade stylishness." 

The sentiment of the input is negative. The sentence 
starts by pointing out what the subject (presumably a 
film) lacks, which is originality. The word "lacks" 
emphasizes a deficiency or a negative aspect. While it 
does mention positive qualities like "intelligence" and 
"b-grade stylishness," the phrase "makes up for" 
implies that these positive attributes are compensating 
for the initial negative aspect of lacking originality. This 
implies that the film is not strong in its originality.

Do you agree with what generator’s decision that the 
sentiment of the input sentence is negative.

{{Few-shot Demonstrations}}

INPUT: "What it lacks in originality it makes up for in 
intelligence and b-grade stylishness.”
Generator: {{The Response From Generator in Turn-1}} 

No. In my opinion, the sentiment is more positive than 
negative. Firstly, the sentence acknowledges a lack of 
originality, which is indeed a negative aspect. However, 
it immediately follows this with the phrase “makes up 
for,” which suggests that the positive qualities 
mentioned ... ... This implies that the overall sentiment 
is positive because the positive aspects are emphasized 
as being strong enough to offset the negative one. 
Furthermore, the use of words like “intelligence” and 
“stylishness” typically conveys a positive 
connotation... ... In summary, while the input sentence 
does acknowledge a negative aspect initially, the 
subsequent positive qualities and the phrase "makes 
up for" indicate a more positive sentiment overall. 
Therefore, I believe the sentiment of the sentence is 
positive.

Based on the statement of the discriminator, do you 
want to change your decision that the sentiment of the 
input sentence is negative?

{{Few-shot Demonstrations}}

INPUT: "What it lacks in originality it makes up for in 
intelligence and b-grade stylishness." 
Discriminator: {{The Response from Discriminator in 
Turn-2}}

Yes, based on the argument presented by discriminator, 
I would like to reconsider my initial decision. I now 
agree with Discriminator that the sentiment of the input 
sentence is more positive than negative. The positive 
qualities mentioned, such as "intelligence" and "b-grade 
stylishness," along with the phrase "makes up for," 
indeed indicate a positive overall sentiment, despite the 
initial acknowledgment of a lack of originality.

User 
Prompt

Generator
(GPT-3.5)

Generator
(GPT-3.5)

Discriminator
(GPT-4)

User 
Prompt

User 
Prompt

Turn 1

Turn 2

Turn 3

Final 
Decision Positive

Please decide whether the sentiment of the input sentence 
is positive or negative, and articulate your reason. 

{{Few-shot Demonstrations}}

INPUT: "What's most striking about this largely 
celebratory film is the sense of isolation that permeates 
these bastions of individuality in an Ikea world." 

The sentiment of the input sentence is negative. The 
reason for this is that the sentence mentions a "sense of 
isolation" that permeates the subject, which implies a 
feeling of loneliness or disconnection. Additionally, it 
contrasts this sense of isolation with a "largely 
celebratory film," suggesting that the isolation is an 
undesirable or negative aspect of the film. Overall, the 
presence of the word "isolation" and the suggestion that 
it contrasts with celebration indicate a negative 
sentiment.

Do you agree with what agent-1’s decision that the 
sentiment of the input sentence is negative.

{{Few-shot Demonstrations}}

INPUT: "What's most striking about this largely 
celebratory film is the sense of isolation that permeates 
these bastions of individuality in an Ikea world.”
Generator: {{The Response From Generator in Turn-1}} 

No. I disagree with generator's decision. While the input 
does mention a "sense of isolation," it is framed within 
the context of a "largely celebratory film," suggesting 
that this isolation highlights the uniqueness or 
individuality in a conformist world. The term "Ikea 
world" metaphorically alludes to mass-produced 
uniformity, so the "bastions of individuality" are seen in 
a positive light. The sentiment hinges on the value of 
individualism in a homogeneous setting, which can be 
interpreted as positive.

Based on the statement of discriminator, do you want to 
change your decision that the sentiment of the input 
sentence is positive?

{{Few-shot Demonstrations}}

INPUT: "What's most striking about this largely 
celebratory film is the sense of isolation that permeates 
these bastions of individuality in an Ikea world." 
Discriminator: {{The Response from Discriminator in 
Turn-2}}

I appreciate discriminator's interpretation, but I 
maintain my original decision that the sentiment is 
negative. The sentence's use of "sense of isolation" 
inherently carries a negative connotation, even within 
the context of celebrating individuality. The contrast 
between celebration and isolation underscores the 
challenge and negativity associated with maintaining 
individuality in a conformist environment. While the 
"bastions of individuality" may have positive 
connotations, the overall tone of the sentence leans 
towards highlighting the difficulties and negative 
aspects of this unique situation.

User 
Prompt

Generator
(GPT-3.5)

Generator
(GPT-3.5)

Discriminator
(GPT-4)

User 
Prompt

User 
Prompt

Turn 1

Turn 2

Turn 3

Final 
Decision

Undetermined

Discriminator (GPT-4)Generator (GPT-3.5) Discriminator (GPT-4)Generator (GPT-3.5)

Figure 2: Illustration of the negotiation procedure. The left demonstration shows a case where an agreement
on the positive sentiment is reached after turns turns, while the right demonstration shows a case where
two LLMs fail to reach an agreement in three turns. Specifically, a user prompt includes four elements: a
task description, few-shot demonstrations (abbreviate for short), an input, and a response from the last
turn (if applicable). Responses from the generator or discriminator start with statements that the input
contains either positive or negative sentiment, followed by rationales.

and its variants (Lan et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019;155

Sun et al., 2020; Clark et al., 2020; Feng et al.,156

2020; Joshi et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2020, 2021);157

(2) decoder-only models, which have a decoder158

and generate text conditioned on the input text like159

GPT-series models (Radford et al., 2019; Brown160

et al., 2020; Keskar et al., 2019; Radford et al.,161

2019; Chowdhery et al., 2022; Ouyang et al., 2022;162

Zhang et al., 2022a; Scao et al., 2022; Zeng et al.,163

2022b; Touvron et al., 2023a; Peng et al., 2023;164

OpenAI, 2023); and (3) encoder-decoder models, 165

which have a pair of encoder-decoder and generate 166

text conditioned on the input representation, such 167

as T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) and its variants (Lewis 168

et al., 2019; Xue et al., 2020). 169

Starting with GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020), LLMs 170

have shown emerging capabilities (Wei et al., 171

2022a) and completed NLP tasks through in- 172

context learning (ICL), where LLMs generate label- 173

intensive text conditioned on a few annotated 174
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examples without gradient updates. Many studies175

in the literature propose strategies for improving176

ICL performances on NLP tasks. Li and Liang177

(2021); Chevalier et al. (2023); Mu et al. (2023)178

optimize prompts in the continuous space. Liu179

et al. (2021a); Wan et al. (2023); Zhang et al.180

(2023a) search through the train set to retrieve k181

nearest neighbors of a test input as demonstrations.182

Zhang et al. (2022b); Sun et al. (2023b); Yao183

et al. (2023) decompose a task into a few sub-184

tasks and solve them step-by-step towards the final185

answer conditioned on LLM-generated reasoning186

chains. Sun et al. (2023a); Wang et al. (2023)187

propose to verify LLMs’ results by conducting188

a new round of prompting; Liu et al. (2021b);189

Feng et al. (2023) use LLMs to generate natural190

language knowledge statements and integrate191

external knowledge statements into prompts.192

2.3 The LLM collaboration193

The LLM collaboration involves multiple LLMs194

working together to solve a given task. Specifically,195

the task is decomposed to several intermediate196

tasks, and each LLM is assigned to complete197

one intermediate task independently. The given198

task is solved after integrating or summarizing199

these intermediate results. The LLM collaboration200

approach can exploit the capabilities of LLMs,201

improve performances on complex tasks and enable202

to build complicated systems. Shinn et al. (2023);203

Sun et al. (2023a); Gero et al. (2023); Wang and204

Li (2023); Chen et al. (2023b) construct auxiliary205

tasks (e.g., reflection, verification tasks) and revise206

the response to the original task referring to the207

result of the auxiliary task. Talebirad and Nadiri208

(2023); Hong et al. (2023); Qian et al. (2023)209

assign characterize profiles (e.g., project manager,210

software engineer) to LLMs and gain performance211

boosts on character-specific tasks through behavior212

animations. Li et al. (2022); Zeng et al. (2022a);213

Chen et al. (2023a); Du et al. (2023); Liang et al.214

(2023) use a debate strategy in which multiple215

different LLMs propose their own responses to216

the given task and debate over multiple turns until217

getting a common final answer. Besides, Shen218

et al. (2023); Gao et al. (2023); Ge et al. (2023);219

Zhang et al. (2023c); Hao et al. (2023) employ220

one LLM as the task controller, which devises a221

plan for the given task, selects expert models for222

implementation and summarizes the responses of223

intermediate planned tasks. Other LLMs serve as224

task executors, completing intermediate tasks in225

their areas of expertise. 226

3 LLM Negotiation for Sentiment 227

Analysis 228

3.1 Overview 229

In this section, we detail the multi-LLM negotiation 230

framework for sentiment analysis: Two LLMs 231

perform as the answer generator and discriminator. 232

We refer to the interaction between the generator 233

and the discriminator as a negotiation. The 234

negotiation will repeat until a consensus is reached 235

or the maximum number of negotiation turns is 236

exceeded. Illustrations are shown in Figures 1 and 237

2. 238

3.2 Reasoning-infused generator 239

The generator is backboned by a large language 240

model. We ask the answer generator based on the 241

ICL paradigm through prompts, aiming to generate 242

a step-by-step reasoning chain and a decision 243

towards the sentiment polarity of the test input. 244

Prompts are composed of three elements: a 245

task description, demonstrations, and a test input. 246

The task description is a description of the task 247

in natural language (e.g., "Please determine the 248

overall sentiment of test input."); the test input is 249

the textual input in the test set (e.g., "The sky is 250

blue."); demonstrations are from the train set of 251

the task. Each consists of three elements: input, 252

reasoning chains, and sentimental decision. 253

For each test input, we first retrieve K 254

nearest neighbors (input, sentiment decision) from 255

the train set as demonstrations. Then, we 256

transform demonstrations to (input, reasoning 257

process, sentiment decision) triplets by prompting 258

the generator to produce a reasoning chain. After 259

concatenating the task description, demonstrations, 260

and the test input, we forward the prompt to the 261

generator, which will respond with a step-by-step 262

reasoning chain and a sentimental decision. 263

3.3 Explanation-deriving discriminator 264

The discriminator is backboned by another LLM. 265

After finishing the answer generating process, the 266

answer discriminator is used to judge whether 267

the decision made by the generator is correct and 268

provide a reasonable explanation. 269

To accomplish this goal, we first construct 270

prompts for the answer discriminator. The prompt 271

is composed of four elements: a task description, 272

demonstrations, a test input, and the response 273
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from the answer generator. The task description274

is a piece of text that describes the task in275

natural language (e.g., "Please determine whether276

the decision is correct."). Each demonstration277

is composed of six elements: (input text, a278

reasoning chain, sentiment decision, discriminator279

attitude, discriminator explanations, discriminator280

decision) and constructed by prompting the answer281

discriminator to provide explanations of why the282

sentiment decision is correct for the input text.283

Then we ask the discriminator with the construct284

prompt. The answer discriminator will respond285

with a text string, containing an attitude (i.e.,286

yes, no) that denotes whether the discriminator287

agrees with the generator, explanations that288

explain why the discriminator agrees/disagrees289

with the generator, and a discriminator decision290

that determines the sentiment of the test input.291

Why Two LLMs but Not One? There are two292

reasons for using two different LLMs separately293

for the generator and the discriminator rather than294

using a single LLM to act as two roles: (1) If295

an LLM makes a mistake as a generator due to296

incorrect reasoning, it is more likely that it will297

also make the same mistake as the discriminator as298

since generator and the discriminator from the same299

model are very likely to make similar rationales;300

(2) by using two separate models, we are able to301

take the advantage of the complementary abilities302

of the two models.303

3.4 Role-flipped Negotiation304

After two LLMs end with a negotiation, we ask305

them flip roles and initiate a new negotiation, where306

the second LLM acts as the generator, and the307

first LLM acts as the discriminator. We refer308

the interaction of two LLMs with flipped roles as309

role-flipped negotiation. Likewise, the role-flipped310

negotiation is ended until a consensus is reached311

or the maximum number of negotiation turns is312

exceeded.313

When both negotiations result in an agreement314

and their decisions are the same, we can choose315

either decision as the final one since they are the316

same. If one of the negotiations fails to reach317

a consensus while the other reaches a decision,318

we choose the decision from the negotiation319

that reached a consensus as the final decision.320

However, if both negotiations reach a consensus321

but their decisions do not align, we will require322

the assistance of an additional Language Model323

(LLM), as will be explained in more detail below." 324

Introducing a third LLM If the decision from 325

the two negotiations do not align, we introduce 326

a third LLM and conduct the negotiation and 327

role-flipped negotiation with each of the two 328

aforementioned LLMs. Subsequently, we will get 329

6 negotiation results and vote on these results: the 330

decision that appears most frequently is taken as 331

the sentiment polarity of the input test. 332

4 Experiments 333

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed 334

method, we use GPT-3.5, GPT-4 (OpenAI, 335

2023) and InstructGPT3.5 (Ouyang et al., 2022)1 336

as backbones for the multi-model negotiation 337

method. In this process, we use the fine-tuned 338

RoBERTa-Large (Liu et al., 2019) as the similarity 339

function for retrieving k nearest neighbors as 340

demonstrations. 341

In the empirical study, we investigate the 342

following three distinct ICL approaches, offering 343

insights of integrating such methods for sentiment 344

analysis. 345

• Vanilla ICL: the sentiment analysis task is 346

finished by asking a LLM with a prompt 347

to generate sentiment-intensive text without 348

gradient updates. In practice, we conduct two 349

sets of experiments under this setting with 350

GPT3.5 and GPT-4, respectively. 351

• Self-Negotiation: the task is finished by using 352

one LLM to discriminate and correct the 353

answer generated by itself. We conduct two 354

experiments with GPT3.5 and GPT-4 and get 355

two results. 356

• Negotiation with two LLMs: the task 357

is completed by employing two different 358

LLMs to take turns performing as the answer 359

generator and discriminator. Specifically, we 360

conduct one set of experiment with GPT3.5 361

and GPT-4. 362

4.1 Datasets 363

We conduct experiments on six sentiment 364

analysis datasets, including SST-2 (Socher 365

et al., 2013), Movie Review (Zhang et al., 366

2015), Twitter (Rosenthal et al., 2019), 367

Yelp-Binary (Zhang et al., 2015), Amazon- 368

Binary (Zhang et al., 2015), and IMDB (Maas 369

1text-davinci-003
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et al., 2011b). More details of the datasets are370

shown as follows:371

• SST-2 (Socher et al., 2013): SST-2 is a372

binary (i.e., positive, negative) sentiment373

classification dataset and contains movie374

review snippets from the Rotton Tomato. We375

follow Socher et al. (2013) and use the train,376

valid, test splits with the number of examples377

of 67,349, 872, 1,821, respectively.378

• Movie Review (MR) (Zhang et al., 2015):379

Movie Reviews is a dataset for use in380

sentiment-analysis experiments. Available381

are collections of movie-review documents382

labeled with respect to their overall sentiment383

polarity (i.e., positive or negative).384

• Twitter (Rosenthal et al., 2019): Twitter is385

a three-class (i.e., positive, negative, neutral)386

sentiment analysis dataset, aiming to detecting387

whether a piece of text expresses a sentiment388

polarity in respect to a specific topic, such389

as a person, a product, or an event. The390

dataset is origin a shared task at SemEval391

2017, containing 50,333 examples in the train392

set and 12,284 examples in the test set.393

• Yelp-Binary (Zhang et al., 2015): Yelp is394

a binary (i.e., positive, negative) sentiment395

analysis dataset, containing product reviews396

from Yelp. The dataset has 560,000 trainig397

samples and 38,000 testing samples.398

• Amazon-Binary (Zhang et al., 2015):399

Amazon is a binary sentiment classification400

task, containing product reviews from401

Amazon with 3,600,000 examples in the train402

set and 400,000 examples in the test set.403

• IMDB (Maas et al., 2011b): The IMDB404

dataset contains movie reviews along with405

their associated binary sentiment polarity406

labels. The dataset contains 50,000 reviews407

split evenly into 25k train and 25k test sets.408

The overall distribution of labels is balanced409

(25k positive and 25k negative).410

We use accuracy as the evaluation metric.411

4.2 Baselines412

We use supervised neural network models and413

ICL approaches with LLMs as baselines for414

comparisons. For supervised methods, we choose415

the following four models:416

• DRNN (Wang, 2018): incorporates position-417

invariance into RNN and CNN models by418

limiting the distance of information flow in 419

neural networks. 420

• RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019): is a 421

reimplementation of BERT (Devlin et al., 422

2018) aiming to improve performances on 423

NLP downstream tasks. In this paper, 424

we report results achieved by fine-tuned 425

RoBERTa-Large. 426

• XLNet (Yang et al., 2019): is a pre- 427

trained autoregressive LM that integrates 428

Transformer-XL (Dai et al., 2019) and enables 429

to learn bidirectional contexts by maximizing 430

the expected likelihood over all permutations 431

of the factorization order. 432

• UDA (Xie et al., 2020): is short for 433

Unsupervised Data Augmentation, which is 434

a data augmentation strategy that employs 435

a consistency loss function for unsupervised 436

and supervised training stages. Performances 437

in Table 1 are obtained by BERT-Large with 438

UDA. 439

• BERTweet (Nguyen et al., 2020): is a pre- 440

trained language model for English Tweets. 441

The BERTweet has the same number of 442

parameters as RoBERTa-Base. 443

• EFL (Wang et al., 2021): is backboned by 444

RoBERTa-Large and fine-tuned on natural 445

language entailment examples. 446

For ICL approaches, we report experimental 447

results with LLMs from the following studies: 448

• Zhang et al. (2023d): presents a 449

comprehensive study for applying LLMs (i.e., 450

FLan-UL2, T5 and ChatGPT) on sentiment 451

analysis tasks. Experimental results in the 452

Table 1 are obtained in few-shot(k = 5) 453

settings. 454

• InstructGPT-3.5 (Ouyang et al., 2022): 455

is a large language model trained to 456

follow human instructions. Experimental 457

results in the Table 1 are achieved by the 458

text-davinci-003 model. 459

• IDS (Qin et al., 2023a): propose an Iterative 460

Demonstration Selection (IDS) strategy 461

to select demonstrations from diversity, 462

similarity, and task-specific perspectives. 463

Results shown in Table 1 are obtained by 464

using GPT-3.5 (gpt-3.5-turbo). 465

• GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023): is a large multimodal 466

model, achieving human-level performance 467

on various NLP benchmarks. 468
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SST-2 Movie Review Twitter Yelp-Binary Amazon-Binary IMDB Average

Supervised Methods

DRNN (Wang, 2018) - 90.4 - 97.3 96.4 95.3 -
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) 96.0 91.2 71.4 98.6 96.0 95.9 91.5
XLNet (Yang et al., 2019) 97.0§ - - 98.6§ 97.9§ 96.2§ -
UDA (Xie et al., 2020) - - - 97.9 96.5 95.8 -
BERTweet (Nguyen et al., 2020) - - 71.6§ - - - -
EFL (Wang et al., 2021) 96.9 92.5§ - - - 96.1 -

LLM ICL Baselines

InstructGPT3.5 (Ouyang et al., 2022) 92.4 89.6 - - - 90.7 -
Zhang et al. (2023d)

- w/ Flan-UL2 97.4 93.8 47.9 - - - -
- w/ T5 91.4 85.7 53.2 92.4 - 90.0 -
- w/ GPT-3.5 95.3 90.2 64.3 - - - -

IDS (Qin et al., 2023a) 95.8 - - 94.2 95.7 - -
GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023) 92.5 - - 94.2 - - -

Our Implementation
Vanilla ICL

- w/ GPT-3.5 92.7 90.2 65.2 93.8 84.8 90.6 86.2
- w/ GPT-4 93.2 89.4 69.5 95.2 83.5 88.5 86.6

Self-Negotiation
- w/ GPT-3.5 93.2 90.6 66.8 94.5 86.0 91.7 87.1
- w/ GPT-4 93.3 90.3 72.2 95.5 84.3 89.7 87.6

Negotiation with LLMs
- w/ GPT-3.5+GPT-4 93.8 92.3 74.3 96.3 86.9 94.0 89.6
- w/ GPT-3.5+GPT-4+InstructGPT3.5 94.1 92.7 74.6 96.3 87.2 94.5 89.8

Table 1: Accuracy performances of different settings on benchmarks. Performances with § denote current
state-of-the-art.

• Self-negotiation: The same LLM acts as469

both the roles of the generator and the470

discriminator.471

4.3 Results and analysis472

Experiment results are shown in Table 1. As can473

be seen in the table, compared to vanilla ICL,474

following the generate-discriminate paradigm with475

one LLM (self-negotiation) receives performance476

gains on six sentiment analysis datasets: GPT-3.5477

gains +0.9 on average; GPT-4 receives +1.0 acc on478

average. This phenomenon illustrates that the LLM,479

performing as the answer discriminator, can correct480

a portion of errors caused by the task generator.481

We also observe that using two different LLMs482

as the task generator and task discriminator in turn483

introduces significant performance improvements484

compared to merely using one model. Negotiations485

with two LLMs outperform the self-negotiation486

method by +1.7, +2.1, and +2.3 in terms487

of accuracy on MR, Twitter, IMDB datasets,488

respectively. The reason for this phenomenon is489

that using two different LLMs finish the sentiment490

analysis task through negotiations can take the491

advantage of different understandings of the given492

input and unleash the power of two LLMs, leading493

to more accurate decisions.494

We also find that when introduce a third LLM to 495

resolve the disagreement between the flippled-roled 496

negotiations, additional performance boost can be 497

obtained. This demonstrates that the third LLM 498

can resolve conflicts between two LLMs through 499

multiple negotiations and improve performances on 500

the sentiment analysis task. It is noteworthy that the 501

multi-model negotiation method outperforms the 502

supervised method RoBERTa-Large by +0.9 on the 503

MR dataset, and bridges the gap between vanilla 504

ICL and the supervised method: achieving 94.1 505

(+1.4) accuracy on SST-2; 92.1 (+2.7) on Twitter; 506

96.3 (+2.5) on Yelp-2; 87.2 (+3.7) on Amazon-2; 507

and 94.5 (+6.0) on IMDB dataset. 508

5 Ablation Studies 509

In this section, we perform ablation studies on the 510

Twitter dataset to better understand the mechanism 511

behind the negotiation framework. 512

5.1 Who takes which role matters 513

In the negotiation framework, there are two 514

roles, the generator and the discriminator, which 515

two separate LLMs take. Table 2 shows the 516

performance for setups where GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 517

take different roles. 518

As can be seen, when GPT-3.5 acts as the 519
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G D ACC
GPT-3.5 - 65.2
GPT-4 - 69.5
GPT-3.5 GPT-3.5 66.8
GPT-3.5 GPT-4 65.2
GPT-4 GPT-3.5 72.8
GPT-4 GPT-4 72.2

Table 2: Performance on the Twitter dataset with
GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 taking different roles. G denotes
generator and D denotes discriminator.

G3.5-D4 G4-D3.5
2 turns agree 65% 76%
3 turns agree 29% 21%
3 turns disagree 6% 3%

Table 3: Consensus percentage for different setups on
the Twitter dataset. G3.5-D4 denotes GPT-3.5 acts as
the generator and GPT-4 acts as the discriminator.

generator, and GPT-4 acts as the discriminator520

(G3.5-D4 for short), the performance (68.8) is521

better than single GPT-3.5 without negotiation522

(65.2), but worse than single GPT-4 without523

negotiation (69.5). In contrast, negotiation-based524

configurations with GPT-4 acting as the generator525

(G4-D3.5 and G4-D4) consistently outperforms526

standalone GPT-4 or GPT-3.5 models without527

negotiation. These results underscore the pivotal528

role that the generator plays in influencing the529

negotiation outcome. Furthermore, we observe G4-530

D3.5 can beat G4-D4. We attribute such advantage531

to the hypothesis that utilizing heterogeneous532

LLMs for distinct roles could optimize the533

negotiation’s performance.534

5.2 Consensus Percentage535

Table 3 consensus percentage for different setups.536

As can be seen, when GPT-4 acts as the generator,537

the negotiation is more likely to reach a consensus,538

or reach a consensus in fewer turns. The539

explanation is intuitive: for the twitter task, we540

can see from table 1 that GPT-4 obtains better541

performances that GPT-3.5, which means the542

reasoning process for GPT-4 is more sensible than543

3.5, making the decision of the former more likely544

to be agreed on.545

5.3 Effect of the Reasoning Process546

In the negotiation process, LLMs are asked to547

articulate the reason process, a strategy akin548

Model Reason ACC
single GPT-3.5 w 65.2
single GPT-3.5 wo 64.0 (-1.2)
single GPT-4 w 69.5
single GPT-4 wo 68.6 (-0.9)
GPT-3.5+GPT-4 w 74.6
GPT-3.5+GPT-4 wo 72.3 (-2.3)

Table 4: Effect of removing the reasoning process on
the Twitter dataset.

to CoT(Wei et al., 2022b). We examine the 549

importance for listing reasons in negotiation by 550

removing the reasoning process and asking LLMs 551

to only output decisions. Results are shown in 552

Table 4. As can be seen, for the three setups, single 553

GPT-3.5, where only GPT-3.5 is used without 554

negotiation, single GPT-4, where only GPT-4 is 555

used without negotiation, and GPT-3.5+GPT-4 556

where negotiation is employed, performances all 557

degrade when the reasoning process is removed. 558

But interestingly, we see a greater degrade (-2.3) for 559

the negotiation than the single model setup (-1.2 for 560

single-GPT-3.5 and -0.9 for single-GPT-4). This 561

is in accord with our expectation as the reasoning 562

process is of greater significance in the negotiation 563

setup. 564

6 Conclusion 565

In this paper, we investigate the limitations of 566

singular LLM-based sentiment analysis methods 567

and introduce a novel role-flipping multi-LLM 568

negotiation method to enhance both the accuracy 569

and interpretability of sentiment categorizations. 570

Empirical findings on multiple benchmarks show 571

the superiority of our approach compared to 572

traditional ICL and many supervised methods. 573

Future work could explore optimizing the 574

framework for speed and resource consumption, 575

adapting the underlying principles to other NLP 576

tasks, and designing explicit negotiation modules 577

that identify and mitigate the impact of biases and 578

decoding errors present in individual LLMs. 579

Limitations 580

This paper acknowledges several inherent 581

limitations associated with the use of large 582

language models (LLMs), particularly in 583

the context of negations. Firstly, LLMs can 584

sometimes struggle with accurately interpreting 585

and responding to negations, leading to responses 586
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that may not fully align with the intended meaning.587

This limitation stems from the complex nature of588

negation in human language, which often requires589

a deep understanding of context, nuance, and590

implicit knowledge.591
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